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HELP FOR RUSSIA

"It is as Much to our advantage as to Russia’s that we should

Give Russia all the help we can up to and including ahy action in the

west by sea, air or land that has a chance of success", states the New

York Times, "But it oust be a fair chance, It cannot be a reckless

gamble,

"We in America know and our friends in Britain know that the

United Nations, including Russia, stand or go down together, There

will be a second, front in Europe whenever the Strength of Britain and

America justifies it.

"News of a successful American raid on the Japanese invaders or

the Aleutians Islands is especially welcome after a period of several

weeks of silence about action on that front. This is the kind of news

from Alaska that the country likes.

"It is certain that, the Japanese on Kiska will remain a thorn in

the side of theAmerican people as well as athreat to Alaskan’s

Iberian communications until they are not only bomded effectively but

driven into the sea,

”Eleven years ago, today an ’incident’ in Manchuria set in motion

forces that led, ultimately to thee outbreak of the present Japan’s

seizure Of Nukden on September 18, 1930, was the first act of aggression

on the part of the three powers that acre later to form the Axis, The

establishment of the puppet regime of Manchukuo was the pattern for

totalitarian conquest.

"To the best of their ability the Chinese in Manchuria will

commemorate today’s anniversary as they have done in the past eleven

years by fighting back, There are patriots, guerilla soldiers said to

be two million strong, who harass the entrenched enemy and form the
northernmost army of China’s first line of resistance. They are proof that

the Chinese will never east until they have recovered the north eastern

territories that are an integral part of China."

Vichy a sordid suburb of Berlin

"Whatever the objective of the Japanese expedition into Chekiang

and Kiangsi was it is now a conspicious failure”, writes the New York

Herald Tribune, "The Japanese army has not reproved its rail communi-

cations. Its expeditionary force never got anywhere near the fields

in Hunan and Kwangsi upon which the American Air Force is based, and

having won possession of those fields in Chekiang from which Japanese

industrial cities can be bombed it has lost then again to the Chinese.

The Chinese armies were not knocked out. The cost lives and supplies

has been heavy, and no explanation of the retreat can redeem the loss

of face in Asia.,

/"Brusquely
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"Brusquely Pierre Laval has rejected the intercession cf

the Catholic Church on Behalf of the hapless Jews who once fled

to France for refuse; flatly he has assorted that the Church must

confine itself to his conception cf religion - 'ill handle government

affairs'.

"France has before this been torn asunder ever the definition

of the respective spheres of Church and State When Petain assumed

authority he attempted in his favorite role as restorer cf the ancient

traditions of the land to win the support of the Catholic clergy end

laity by permitting the church to resume some of the functions and

privileges of which it had been deprived under the Third Republic.

"Laval dees net dwell like Petain in a Bourbon twilight, where

for all its obscurantism some glimmering of noblesse oblige, some

recognition of the imperatives of Christianity still linger. Laval

has intensified the existing anti-semitism of Vichy to the extent of

defying the Catholic Church. He has flaunted his cruelty toward a

helpless people before the nations of the world - well knowing that

it will find favor only in one, in darkest Germany. He has linked

himself to Hitler by another crime; he has proved once again that

Vichy is a sordid suburb of Berlin. hid again he has widened the

half between his reign of terror and the people he misgoverns"

Conflict between Facism and Christianity

"The myth that Vichy is the hope cf Christians is dead" states the Chicago
Sun, "Solid reality behind it never existed. There was sufficient pretense
to deceive many men of goal will, but the pretense long since wore cut.

The latest clash between, Msgr. Valeri, Papal Nuncio, and the men of Vichy
is but added proof that the Quislings of France are the enemies of Christian

humanity.

"Once again an ageless truth has been established; man cannot serve

God and the enemies of God, Let the lesson of France teach us once more

what Italy has taught and Germany; the conflict between Racism and

Christianity in the truest sense cf the word is irrepressible,"
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